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As times go by, many people are and many are now becoming aware of what the
jews have been doing to us Gentiles for  centuries.  For that reason, people are
becoming very enraged, rightfully desiring a revenge against this race of people. As
the days go by, people are making their research. We do our part in fighting global
jewry, by educating people. When people find themselves the lies the enemy has
spewed, about religion, about every facet of life, people are becoming even more
hatefully aggressive towards the ‘chosen ones’.

The chosen “ones” have one “god” and its name is “money”. Without their so called
“god”, they are nothing but a piece of shit. There are people who are unaware of the
jews, one thing: read history. Read history from unbiased sources. There are more
than hundreds books of 1000 pages or more, revealing the crimes of the jews, be it
in Ancient Greece, Ancient Egypt, Roman Empire (whom they destroyed), Assyria
and the Middle east, Even in the Americas (murder of the Indians) and so forth.
People are being educated and not ed-jew-cated as they have done in the Age of
Pisces.  

The Age of Pisces and confusion and lies of the Abrahamic pieces of shit are over,
unfortunately.

People nowdays know of the Inquisition that destroyed Europe and filled the land
with blood of the ‘heathens’ and people know of the crimes of the Vatican. People
know what Christianity and the other “holy” major religions have done to Humanity,
Science and everything that is beautiful. People know what happened in the middle
ages (people dying like rats from the Bubonic plague because xianity said that “cats
were of the devil” and mass murdered them, as thus letting the infected rats roam).
People know about the “purity belts”, people know about the Federal Reserve and
who owns it, people know about the stolen land of pissrael, people know about all
these things or have even heard about them. People know the CEO heads and the
ilk in the big-ass industries,  be them pharmaceutical,  or food industries.  People
know about the Black Slave trade, people know the curses the Ancient Egyptians
receive in the bible. People know all  these things. People know how Hitler was
dragged into war and never intended there to be war. People ARE learning about
USSR and the jewish beast, people have seen what the jews do when they have
power.  People  know  about  the  jewish  mafia  in  Brazil  and  the  cocaine  cartels,
people  know all  of  this.  People know of  their  direct  involvement  and control  of
anything. People know of the Torah, of their Protocols in where they are calling us a
piece of meat and goy. People know about the Rothschilds and the civil war. People
see what the jewish spawn of ‘communism’ is doing to china and how it shaped
these people.

The Great masses of people awaken. People know that we have a Soul and that
we owe nothing in the jews. Their spells are breaking and their state is crumbling.
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People know that to the jews are are only to be slaves, animals and dead meat.  

People are getting to realize the ‘god’ of nowadays that has allowed the world to rot
for 2000 years, is just another jew, with stolen identity and personality from many
major Ancient Gods.

People KNOW.

Nowdays, people know what they do. They know their unholy alliance with ET’s and
other entities, how they stole spiritual knowledge, how xianity, islam and Judaism
have one aim: world domination under the jews. People see about Gaza everyday,
how people are getting chopped and are dying, the murdering of the Yazidis by their
kike-run and guided wars.

People know their lies.

But you know more, you know the Truth.

You know the capability of the Human Race, you know the True Father, you have
the  means  to  exact  Spiritual  justice  on  these  spiritual,  mental  and  physical
criminals! So what should you do?

BRING SPIRITUAL JUSTICE.

If  millions of souls who have been destroyed, raped, mutilated, poisoned, made
lost, made insane and have endlessly suffered under the jews don’t give you the
shivers, if you deny all the Gentiles that live within you and in your blood, that have
suffered for your Sake by trying to survive, that have spilled their blood for you, so
you  can  live  today  and  have  another  chance  in  defeating  this  scum.

Every Satanist must therefore affirm and say:

“WE GENTILES OF SATAN ARE DEAD ANGRY WITH YOU, ALL OF YOU AND
WE WILL NOT LET YOU ESCAPE THIS TIME. THIS TIME YOU WILL BE SHOWN
NO SPIRITUAL MERCY. WE ARE FREE FROM YOUR LIES AND KNOW IT ALL
ABOUT YOU AND YOUR TREACHEROUS WORK AGAINST US!”

Satan wants  nobody to allow themselves to be fast  asleep when we have this
chance  to  exact  justice  on  this  race  of  Criminals  who  are  and  stand  against
whatever we have being trying to create as Gentile people. Destroy spiritually what
has been destroying for thousands of years.

NONE OF YOU IS ALLOWED TO ALLOW THEM TO DESTROY YOU, BECAUSE
YOUR LIVES AND YOUR FUTURES, THE FUTURE OF HUMANITY IS MORE
PRECIOUS THAN A MERE COMFORT OF COWARDICE.

People of  our  Pagan Gods have spilled their  blood in the sand and the Earth,



screaming that one day will be back and take revenge against those who destroyed
the world of Satan. Now us, as their Sons and Daughters, take the Holy fire to
incinerate SPIRITUALLY all  that has been destroying for so long! THE JEWISH
TYRANNY AGAINST US, THAT OF THE JEWISH RACE!

So, do you want a new future? Or do you want us to be destroyed?

When we are so close to the new dawn, nobody is allowed to not welcome the Sun!

HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!!!

HAIL THE GODS!!!!!!!!!!

HAIL TO OUR SPIRITUAL WARRIORS AND PEOPLE!!!!!
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